By **NIGHT OF THUNDER (IRE)** (2011). Classic winner of $1,421,173 USA in England, QIPCO Two Thousand Guineas [G1], etc. Sire of 6 crops of racing age, 694 foals, 414 starters, 43 stakes winners, 5 champions, 277 winners of 753 races and earning $26,945,884 USA, including Qaader (Champion in Saudi Arabia, to 5, 2023, $585,790 USA, 2nd Coventry S. [G2], etc.), Silent Night (Champion in Scandinavia, to 6, 2023, $320,234 USA, 2nd Lanwades Stud S. [L], etc.), Night Tornado (Horse of the year in Poland, $183,327 USA, Prix du Grand Camp - Atlantic [L], etc.), Mystery Night (Champion twice in Scandinavia, to 4, 2023, $180,678 USA, 2nd Bloomers’ Vase [L]), Media Storm (Champion twice in Spain, $176,702 USA, Gran Premio de Madrid [L], etc.).

1st dam

**SWEETY DREAM (FR)**, by Dream Ahead. 2 wins at 2 in FR, $67,439 (USA), Prix Miesque [G3]. Sister to **Roccia Nera (FR)**. Dam of 4 foals, 2 to race, 2 winners--

**ROMANTIC STYLE (IRE)** (f. by **Night of Thunder (IRE)**). Black type winner, see below.

**ARE WE DREAMING (IRE)** (f. by Kendargent (FR)). 3 wins at 3 in IRE, $45,845 (USA), Bord Na Mona Recycling Brigids Pastures S. [L].

2nd dam

**Excellent Girl (GB)**, by **Exceed And Excel (AUS)**. Winner at 3 in FR, placed at 2 in IRE, $76,301 (USA), 3rd Prix Cleopatre [G3]. Half-sister to **FASTNET TEMPEST (IRE)** ($489,079 (USA), Robert & Fay Gerard R A Lee S. [G3], etc.). Dam of 6 winners--

**EASTER (FR)** (g. by **Exosphere (AUS)**). 7 wins at 2 and 5, placed at 6, 2024 in FR and NA, $627,910 (USA), Seabiscuit H. [G2] (DMR, $120,000), San Gabriel S. [G2] (SA, $120,000), Lure S. -R (SA, $54,120), 2nd Frank E. Kilroe Mile S. [G1] (SA, $60,000), Prix Omnium II [L].

**SWEETY DREAM (FR)** (f. by Dream Ahead). Black type winner, see above.

**Roccia Nera (FR)** (f. by Dream Ahead). Winner at 2 in FR, $30,646 (USA), 3rd Criterium de Lyon [L].

**Al Radda (IRE)** (f. by **Iffraaj (GB)**). Winner at 3 in FR, $16,335 (USA). Dam of--

**PEEKABOO (IRE)** (c. by Toronado (IRE)). Winner at 5, placed at 6, 2023 in TUR, $53,753 (USA), Osmangazi [L], 3rd Topkapi Trophy [G3], Fatih Sultan [L], Vehbi Koc [L].

**Hot Spot (IRE)** (g. by **Siyouni (FR)**). 10 wins, 3 to 7, 2023 in FR, $192,372 (USA).

**Khydrova (IRE)** (f. by **Canford Cliffs (IRE)**). Winner at 3 in FR, $27,850 (USA).

3rd dam

**Dame Blanche (IRE)**, by Be My Guest. Placed at 3 in ENG. Half-sister to **LUAS LINE (IRE)** ($517,968 (USA), Garden City Breeders’ Cup S. [G1] (BEL, $180,000), etc.). **LOST IN THE MOMENT (IRE)** ($696,050 (USA), International Bosphorus Cup [G2], etc.). Dam of 8 winners--

**FASTNET TEMPEST (IRE)** (g. by **Fastnet Rock (AUS)**). 8 wins, 3 to 5 in AUS and ENG, $489,079 (USA), Robert & Fay Gerard R A Lee S. [G3], TROA Anniversary Vase [L], 2nd Ladbrokes Sale Cup [L] twice, Big Screen Company Weekend Hussler S. [L], 3rd Ladbrokes Victoria H. [G3], Araza Sandown S. [G3], Bet365 Kilmore Cup [L].

**Excellent Girl (GB)** (f. by **Exceed And Excel (AUS)**). Black type placed winner, see above.

**Major Willy (GB)** (c. by **Xaar (GB)**). 3 wins at 3 and 4 in QA, placed at 2 in ENG and IRE, $238,210 (USA).

**Moon River (IRE)** (f. by **Exceed And Excel (AUS)**). 6 wins, 2 to 4 in ENG, placed at 4 and 5 in NA, $71,477 (USA). Producer.

**Sky Power (IRE)** (g. by **Fastnet Rock (AUS)**). 3 wins at 3 and 4 in ENG, $35,820 (USA).

**Tempesta d’Amore (GB)** (c. by Oratorio (IRE)). 4 wins at 3 and 4 in ITY, $29,680 (USA).

**Blonde Warrior (IRE)** (g. by **Zoffany (IRE)**). 2 wins at 2 in ENG, $25,712 (USA).

**Queen Rabab (IRE)** (f. by **Fastnet Rock (AUS)**). 2 wins at 3 in IRE, $22,178 (USA). Producer.

**Whitethorne Scent (GB)** (f. by **Monsieur Bond (IRE)**). Placed at 4 and 5 in IRE, $6,246 (USA).

4th dam

**Dame Blanche (IRE)**, by Be My Guest.
=Romantic Style (IRE)

Chestnut Filly; Mar 23, 2021

=Streetcar (IRE), by $In the Wings (GB). Unplaced in IRE. Half-sister to =INTIMATE GUEST (IRE) ($100,832 (USA), May Hill E.B.F. S. [G3], etc.), =Great Heights ($18,700 (USA), 3rd Calor Derby Trial S. [G3]). Dam of 6 winners, including--

=LOST IN THE MOMENT (IRE) (c. by Danehill Dancer (IRE)). 6 wins, 3 to 6 in ENG, UAE and TUR, $696,050 (USA), International Bosphorus Cup [G2], Bet365.com Fred Archer S. [L], 2nd Artemis Goodwood Cup [G2], Coutts Glosrious S. [G3], Wolferton H. [L], Totepool Pontefract Castle S. [L], 3rd Weatherbys Insurance Lonsdale Cup [G2], Betfred TV Geoffrey Freer S. [G3], etc.

LUAS LINE (IRE) (f. by Danehill). 4 wins, 2 to 3 in IRE and NA , $517,968 (USA), Garden City Breeders’ Cup S. [G1] (BEL, $180,000), Denis Cordell Lavarack Memorial E.B.F. S. [L], Platinum S. [L], 2nd Robert H. Griffin Debutante S. [G2], 3rd Boylesports Irish One Thousand Guineas [G1], CashCall Invitational S. [G3] (HOL, $90,000).

=Impulsive Moment (IRE) (g. by $Galileo (IRE)). 7 wins, 2 to 7 in ENG and HK , $712,716 (USA), 2nd Bet365 Classic Trial [G3], 3rd E.B.F. Stallions Glasgow S. [L].

=Inchicore (IRE) (f. by $Galileo (IRE)). 3 wins, 3 to 5 in ENG, placed in 1 start at 4 in FR , $70,938 (USA), 3rd Prix du Grand Camp - Atlantic [L].

=PANAMA HAT (GB) (g. by =Medicean (GB)). 7 wins at 3 and 4 in IRE, placed in 1 start at 4 in NA , $294,185 (USA), Diamond S. [G3], Lenebane S. [L], 2nd American St. Leger S. [G3] (AP, $67,900), KPMG Enterprise Kilternan S. [G3], Seamus & Rosemary McGrath Memorial Saval Beg S. [L].

=St Roch (IRE) (f. by Danehill). Unraced.